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BIG THINKING ON
INNOVATIVE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE

It wasn’t long ago that marketers’ energy and focus was spent on creating the best
advertising campaign they could. One with an impactful 30-second or longer TV brand
ad, with some great digital and print to support it.
Digital has changed all our worlds. For marketers it’s not only the proliferation of
channels – it’s also the merging and blurring between customer experience and
traditional marketing.
Today the task is to understand the customer journey and maximise the impact of those
interactions throughout – before, during and after purchase. These interactions aren’t
just about communications. Marketing now has new responsibilities in service design,
finding different ways to be useful, add value and, above all, be engaging.
There are lots of exciting examples. An app to help you learn more about the heritage of
whisky which then invites you to join a connoisseurs’ club. The rapid re-engineering of
your flying experience. A cereal that’s morphed into a slimming club.
Digital is helping many brands expand the range of experiences they offer to customers,
while still being true to themselves. Our latest magazine looks at some of the things
marketers are doing in response to these opportunities. It also talks about new ways to
anticipate and respond to customer needs in the moment.
Our FRAME model is designed to help all our clients think through what they want
people to see, feel, think and do at every step along the customer journey. Informed
by behavioural science, it identifies the strategies and experiences most likely to drive
future behaviour. Increasingly we’re working with clients who are striving for innovation
in this space.
I hope you find this a useful and enjoyable read.

VANELLA JACKSON
Global CEO
vanella.jackson@hallandpartners.com
@vanellajackson
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Adam Morgan is the author of Eating the
Big Fish in which he coined the phrase
‘challenger brand’ and outlined a process
for ‘doing more with less’. In 1999 he
founded brand consultancy eatbigfish.

Alan Pennington is recognised
Alastair Barber leads The Space,

as a global expert in the field of

a brand, culture-change and

customer experience mapping

innovation consultancy that’s

and design, and has designed and

been creating game-changing

deployed CX programmes in large

projects with clients like BP,

service and B2B organisations for

Sony, Nielsen and Barclays for

over 25 years.

over 15 years.

Amanda Sachs is General Manager, Worldwide
Customer & Partner Experience at Microsoft.
Her key focus includes enabling a customerobsessed culture and accountability across
the company.
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Ewan Main is CEO and

Customer Experience and

co-founder of Daggerwing

Strategy Integration, SVP

Group, Omnicom’s global
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management consulting
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executives accelerate

ensures stakeholder
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engagement, effective control

the intersection of
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business goals, customer
needs and employee
experiences.

Jeff Mercer PhD is Senior Director, Customer
& Market Research at Microsoft. Jeff leads
Microsoft’s Corporate Research team which
is responsible for conducting research and
consulting on corporate-wide initiatives.
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brings with him a wealth of
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experience in market research

Uber.
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services in the insights domain.

Kurt Stuhllemmer is a Partner at Hall &
Partners. His extensive experience in brand
research spans a variety of techniques,
geographies and categories including travel,

contributor
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Louise Eyres, former
Group General Manager,
Marketing at ANZ, is
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leader experienced in

Global Client Partnerships
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international marketing
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in pursuit of making the world
more open and connected.
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People Director at
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track-record of delivering
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intu, has over 20 years’
international executive
management experience
in the retail, hospitality,
professional services and
property sectors.

The only
source of
knowledge
is experience
Albert Einstein
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Adam Morgan expounds on the
strategic imperative of drama for
brands that want to get noticed

One day last summer I walked into a falafel shop

So, when I walk up to the till to pay, falafels in

in London called Pilpel. We were early for a client

hand, I ask the cashier about the gong. “Oh”, she

meeting in a part of London I don’t visit very

says, “We have a loyalty programme here. If you

much, and needed to find lunch before we kicked

collect ten stamps we ring the gong, everybody

off.

cheers and we give you a free falafel. Would you
like a loyalty card?”

We stand in the light drizzle of a London summer
in the falafel queue, the line shuffling slowly

Now I don’t mind a falafel, but I’m not crazy

along till I’m at the counter. I give my order to

about them. And I hardly ever go to that part

one of the four falafel fluffers who are serving.

of London. And, even if I did, my chances of

He’s just started fluffing my falafels nicely when,

remembering my loyalty card for ten consecutive

all of a sudden, there’s the noise of a gong. All

falafels is almost non-existent.

the falafel fluffers lift up their heads and cheer
simultaneously, and then get back to preparing

So, of course I said yes. Who doesn’t love being

the grub. There’s no other acknowledgement of

gonged?

the gong at all.
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The brilliant thing Pilpel has done here is to
understand the power of a little drama: to take a
banal and clichéd loyalty mechanism and turn it
into something I not only find appealing, but am
actually sitting here and writing about for several
thousand complete strangers. We live in a world
of continuous partial attention. What were we
all doing in the line while we were waiting for
our turn at the counter? Looking at our phones.
How much collateral did we look at while we
were waiting? Zero. If they wanted us to notice
anything about them, they needed to be a little
dramatic.
We think of drama as a creative act, and
historically perhaps it has been. But in the
attention economy, a world of three screens and
continuous partial attention, using drama well

14
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N'T
G
has now become a key strategic discipline: an

what’s interesting about the next generation of

experiential moment that makes us engage, even

Mercedes or Jaguars? Do we hell. Do we care?

if we’re not looking, and focus on a key attribute

No – we’re watching Tesla.

that the brand wants us to notice about them.
The dripped red wax that signals that Maker’s

Oh, and the masters of drama over our side of

Mark is genuinely handmade. The cardboard

the pond? The people who’ve brewed the world’s

suitcase outer that shows that Propercorn is a

strongest beer, filled another with substances

cut above the ordinary popcorn. The Brexit NHS

banned at the Olympics, dressed bottles in

‘£350 million’ bus that helped swing the public’s

road kill, and driven a tank through the streets

decision around the referendum.

of London. BrewDog. Which, it has just been
announced, is now valued at £1billion just nine

Sometimes these are one-offs, key focal points.

years after being launched into one of the most

And some brands use a ‘rolling thunder’ of drama,

traditional, congested (and low-tech) categories

a continuous series of moments and ideas that

imaginable.

catch our attention, to keep themselves high
on our radar. Across the Atlantic, the master of

It pays to be dramatic, it seems. Strategically

this is, of course, Elon Musk and Tesla – from

dramatic, of course.

live, on-stage comparisons of how fast it is
to change a Tesla battery (versus refuelling
an Audi at ‘the fastest filling station in LA’), to
offering a ‘Ludicrous Mode’ on the Model S and
a ‘Bioweapon Defence Mode’ on the Model X.

ADAM MORGAN

Everything Tesla and Musk do has a splash of

Partner

drama. Do we, by contrast, have any idea of

@eatbigfish
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Microsoft is driving a customerobsessed culture through an innovative
measurement programme. Jeff Mercer
and Amanda Sachs explain the approach
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Microsoft has a very big mission… to empower

While Microsoft has many listening systems,

every person and every organisation on the

the primary mechanism for tracking customer

planet to achieve more! To accomplish this, CEO

and partner satisfaction was, until very recently,

Satya Nadella has asked each of Microsoft’s

a single survey with just one metric being the

110,000 employees to take responsibility

primary focus. Inevitably this approach had

for fulfilling this mission by becoming more

limitations:

‘customer obsessed’.
» A single survey can only tell you so much.
To support Satya’s vision, Microsoft’s Customer

While the insights are valuable at a high level,

& Market Research team and Customer & Partner

reliance on a single survey provides little

Experience team have joined forces to develop a

understanding of the factors driving satisfaction

new holistic customer and partner satisfaction

and generates only surface recommendations to

measurement programme. The aim is to more

improve it.

deeply understand and improve the interactions
and experiences that Microsoft’s customers and
partners have with the company.
17

» The focus on ‘one metric’ results in customer

being customer obsessed. Leaders participating

satisfaction measurement being used more

in the development of the programme have

often for adjudication rather than for truly

called it an “innovative game changer” for driving

improving the customer experience.

customer and partner satisfaction.

» The limited scope of the measurement causes

This initiative will bring many more customer

teams across sales, marketing and engineering

and partner touchpoints and experiences into

to struggle to see their specific roles in

our measurement programme – including key

improving customer and partner satisfaction.

areas such as product experience, support, sales
and brand which we know underlie customer

Today, we’re excited to be on a path toward a new

and partner satisfaction and business success.

customer and partner satisfaction measurement

Expanding the programme to include these areas

programme that will provide a more dynamic

will help distribute accountability for customer

and holistic understanding of the customer and

satisfaction to the teams that can have the

partner experience with Microsoft. This new

biggest influence and impact on those areas.

approach will elicit clear recommendations for
improving satisfaction across the company and

Additionally, we’re increasing the variety of

enable us to fulfil our vision of every employee

metrics we include in our programme to inform

18
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The voices and faces
of our customers and
partners humanise the
joys and frustrations we
note in the numbers

the key areas. As well as surveys (which will

programme will accelerate Microsoft’s ambition

always be necessary to understand attitudes

to become a more customer-obsessed company.

and beliefs), we’re bringing in measures

By putting the needs of our customers and

from telemetry (e.g. product usage), social

partners first, we’ll be well on our way to

intelligence, and business systems (e.g.

achieving our mission!

support data). Expanding the breadth and
depth of our measurement will facilitate a far
richer understanding of customer and partner
satisfaction than we have had in the past, and
generate clearer recommended actions for

JEFF MERCER

improvement.

Senior Director
Customer & Market Research

Finally, we’ll bring the voices and faces of

@Microsoft

our customers and partners alive through
qualitative interviews – humanising the joys and

AMANDA SACHS

frustrations we note in the numbers. Overall,

General Manager

we’re confident that our new broad and modern

Worldwide Customer & Partner Experience

customer and partner satisfaction measurement

@Microsoft
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Drop
the
D-word!

Mark Ritson explores why in today’s
digital world the age-old questions of
marketing remain annoyingly elusive
When I was a young professor stalking the
corridors of American business schools there
were certain courses you could rely on to be
popular with MBA students: financial statement
analysis, corporate strategy and international
marketing. Yes, international marketing.
In the 70s, when the big US business schools
started to expand, they realised that one of
the biggest knowledge gaps for 30-something
American managers was how to leave a Boston
or Chicago head office and operate successfully
in another country. International marketing
became a huge course for MBA students for
that reason, until a curious thing happened.
A combination of globalisation, the internet,
international business schools and the general
emergence of the 21st century meant that
international marketing became, well, marketing.
By the time we reached the year 2000 it was
almost impossible to imagine any business
that wasn’t global in reach and operation.
Business schools started to include real global
case studies across their syllabuses and the
need for, and popularity of, an explicit course in
international marketing dwindled to the point of
obsolescence.
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Diageo’s CEO Ivan Menezes got me thinking

marketing ended in 2013 and has more recently

about all that again last year when he discussed

gone on to point out that the “murky” world of

his company’s rather impressive sales numbers.

digital media is in drastic need of a clean-up.

Diageo is one of the world’s more advanced

Similarly, Nissan’s CMO Roel de Vries has long

marketing companies and so what Menezes said

looked forward to the day when the word “digital”

at the end of his analysis caught my attention.

disappears. Ian Pearman, newly appointed

“It’s not about doing ‘digital marketing’; it’s

President, Asia at TBWA\Worldwide, has been

about marketing effectively in a digital world”,

asking clients to drop the D-word for several

he explained.

years. Digital may not be dead yet, but they’ve
started digging its grave.

Bang! There it is. When we look back for the
moment that the digital dodo was exposed I’ll

Of course, it’s not a death, more a reincarnation.

bet a few experts will dredge up Menezes’ quote,

Digital has changed the world so much that

blow off the dust, and cite it as a prescient

it has become the world. While a few digital

moment in the death of digital. There are plenty

laggards continue to talk about the media world

of others making the same funereal comments,

as ‘traditional’ versus ‘digital’, it’s becoming

of course. Marc Pritchard, global brand officer

abundantly clear that this kind of arbitrary

at P&G, announced that the era of digital

bifurcation is as unhelpful as it is inaccurate.

22
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Around a quarter of Australians now listen to
radio using a digital source. Very soon half of
all the profits made in this country from outdoor
advertising will come from digital screens. Even
good old news media is now deriving around
a quarter of its subscriptions from digital
editions. Should we start to include outdoor,
radio and print as digital media? And the reverse
is equally true. Most so-called digital brands
aren’t averse to the traditional approach when

It’s not about doing
‘digital marketing’,
it’s about marketing
effectively in a digital
world

it suits them. The digital duopoly of Facebook
and Google spend more of their own ad budgets

service, were the pivotal media for attracting

on traditional media than all but the biggest

and retaining customers. Experience beats

consumer goods brands. Amazon is busy

communication for most consumers, most of

opening bookstores in America – it doesn’t get

the time. Infamously digitally obsessed Gap

more traditional than that.

CEO Art Peck told analysts, “I think windows
today are much less relevant than they have

And the bigger issue in the battle between digital

historically been and you will see this going

and traditional is that we also managed to miss

forward, that we are actually ‘skinnying down’

many of the other major touchpoints in this

our window treatments”, and explained the shift

debate.

away from windows, “If you haven’t won at the
digital interface on the front end, your window

I spent 15 very frantic years working for some

in the mall store is probably not going to make

of the world’s largest luxury brands. They all

a difference at the end of the day”. Gap is down

knew, without a shadow of a doubt, that above

12% for the past year, the S&P 500 in America is

print ads and digital communication, the age-

up 23% for the same period.

old touchpoints of visual merchandising and

23

And don’t even get me started on ‘digital
strategy’. You can make a strong argument
that tactically everything is becoming digital.
You can make an even stronger argument that

Digital has changed
the world so much
that it has become
the world

digital strategy is a contradiction in terms.
To understand the point you have to grasp

But it should be clear that none of these

something that eludes many marketers, namely

questions are directly associated with digital

the difference between strategy (where I will play,

issues. The targeting question is about people.

how I will win) and tactics (the means and assets

The positioning question is about benefits. The

through which that win will be achieved). In

objective question is about behaviour. It’s only

marketing terms strategy usually comes down to

once these strategic issues have been resolved

three key questions: who is the target segment(s)

that the digital issue comes into play in the

I am chasing? What is the position I want to

tactics I might use, or not use, to deliver the

adopt with that target? What is my objective with

strategy. Despite all the manifest changes that

the target? Answer these three questions and

digital marketing has brought to marketing, the

any brand is well on its way to having a decent

strategic game remains unchanged. Only the

marketing strategy.

tactical players have changed.

24
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Of course, you can bet that the hundreds of

plane, it’s very much business as usual. We have

‘digital strategists’ who sprang up over the past

fabulous new marketing tools to play with thanks

decade won’t go quietly. They will rage, rage

to digital, but the age-old questions of marketing

against the dying of the digital light. Similarly, the

– insight, creativity, positioning, engagement

world of marketing journalism, which has over-

and, ultimately, effect – remain as annoyingly

represented and over-protected digital marketing

elusive as ever.

at the expense of the bigger strategic issues that
CMOs are struggling with, will also need a reset.
Marketing has been changed, and changed

MARK RITSON

utterly, by the digital deviation. At a tactical level

Associate Professor of Marketing

our discipline is barely recognisable from the one

Melbourne Business School

that started the new century. But on the strategic

@markritson
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BRANDS…
they’re just like people

We can’t be terrible one night and good
the next night. We’ve got to be good every
night. When somebody buys your ticket,
it’s your handshake, it’s the old story, and
they only have this night. They don’t care if
you’re great the next night.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

Break a promise and trust
is hard to rebuild, warns
MBNA’s Dan Collins

At MBNA we’ve been evolving the customer
experience since we were formed 23 years ago.
And as we’ve recently begun to build awareness
in our brand, it’s led us to really think about how
the two – brand and CX – interact and how they
can best support each other. This comes into
sharp focus when you think about how you hold
conversations with customers.
My view is that CX is the fulfilment of a promise
made by a brand – the two things are incredibly
intertwined. Your brand sets the expectation for
the customer and their experience needs to live
up to it.
If a brand promises to ‘lead innovation’ or
‘challenge the system’, but serves its customers
in the same old ways, then the customer feels let
down and the bond of trust is broken. Brands are
just like people in this respect.

27

As a brand,
every day
we’re aiming
to make
good stuff
happen for our
customers
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As a consumer, I’ve been put out by companies

seen as helpful experts or specialists. But our

when they’ve fallen short of a promise. The

letters weren’t backing that notion up. So, we’ve

complaints I’ve made recently have been

gone through a major programme of rewriting the

against companies that have let me down. If

full suite of letters.

your Head of Brand was on a call with each of
your customers for three minutes, what would

This has been a huge job, eating into our people’s

they try to get across? How would we create

time, with over 60 members of our teams

a brand advert within each of those individual

involved in the reviews. But what tasks are more

customer interactions? We should be aiming, in

important than ensuring your conversations with

every single interaction, to meet or exceed the

customers exactly reflect the promises your

promises we set out for our brand.

brand makes?

We recently reviewed our suite of standard letters

Hall & Partners are going to be helping us

which forms part of the different communication

underpin this work with data insights, and we’re

interactions that we have with our customers.

looking forward to working with them in using

The total communications that these are a part

feedback to identify other areas in which we can

of represent over 100 million touchpoints each

ensure we’re backing up our brand promise to

year. We asked ourselves, “How does this letter

our customers.

feel from the customer’s perspective”. The review
showed that most letters needed to be adapted

Once you’ve built customer trust you have to

in some way. Some weren’t clear exactly what

deliver consistently. ‘The Boss’ is right… we’ve

they were saying to customers. Was there a call

got to be great every time.

to action? Was the letter just for information?
Others contained jargon and terms written from
our own viewpoint, not the customer’s. And some
were unhelpful because they didn’t give a full
picture.

DAN COLLINS
Head of Customer Experience and

As a brand, every day we’re aiming to make good

Strategy Integration, SVP

stuff happen for our customers. We want to be

@mbna
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Discovering
the
within the

To break new ground, pharma
marketers must reject superficial
patient insights that fail to penetrate
the hidden depths of the human
psyche. Soumya Roy PhD, CEO at
Hall & Partners New York, explains
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The pharmaceutical industry is increasingly

readily self-identify as disease sufferers. Instead,

eager to deliver value by enhancing the patient

they continue to see themselves as whole human

experience. But most pharma market research

beings with careers, relationships and purpose.

has focused on the clinical journey, not the
personal one. New insights expose limitations

When Hall & Partners applied a more humanistic

to this approach – and suggest that the lens

lens to researching stage 4 metastatic cancer

through which researchers view healthcare

patients, pharma clients had to radically

consumers must change. For innovators ready to

rethink how they reviewed their consumer. By

break new ground in communications and care,

applying psychoanalytical rigour we revealed a

it’s time to investigate the complex experience of

completely new way of understanding the patient

living with disease.

experience.

The notion of ‘patient’ as identity has well-

The results were unlike anything we’d seen in a

intentioned roots. Pharma has invested

traditional patient experience study. For those

significantly in coming to understand those

people facing a serious or terminal diagnosis,

seeking and receiving care as target audiences

living with disease becomes a transformational

for messaging. But patients themselves don’t

journey that redefines who they are.
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EMBRACE
new passions

Balancing
Self

reconnect
with what

matters
People were eager to move past discussing

FALLING SELF

simple emotions/anxieties (like feeling “shocked”

People described physical/emotional

or “scared”) and generally didn’t dwell on details

breakdowns and essential reassessments of

of their treatments. Instead, they shared how

relationships, including with their own bodies.

they had evolved personally while living with
cancer. Tellingly, many described their initial

BALANCING SELF

diagnosis as an “elephant in the room”. They

They reconnected with what mattered, often by

avoided telling friends and family, precisely

embracing new passions.

because they didn’t want their lives reduced to a
single identity: patient.

ASCENDANT SELF
In the third phase, people rediscovered hope and

The patient experience spanned three phases

found a new life mission.

which we call the Falling Self, the Balancing Self,
and the Ascendant Self.
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Marketers may be startled by the perspective

For marketers, opportunities to respond to these

this emotional journey gives patients on familiar

insights with innovation are substantial. Patient

messages surrounding cancer care. While war

messaging and support services, physician

imagery is common (e.g. cancer as the “enemy”,

education, and the platforms that deliver them

treatment as a “battle”), people found this

can be recalibrated to engage patients along

language negative. These patients accept life

their transformational journeys. Emerging

with their own insubordinate cells as they accept

engagement tools (i.e. the apps/portals

their diagnoses. Why go to war with oneself?

consumers increasingly prefer) can be designed
to help manage their acceptance of diagnoses,

Even seemingly compassionate language

support patients through self-discovery and

can backfire when it’s oriented from pharma’s

self-expression, and celebrate their regeneration

worldview rather than patients’. Assurances of

of spirit.

better “quality of life” (i.e. reduced toxicity) only
reminded people of their reduced “quantity” of
life, with no acknowledgment of their new life

SOUMYA ROY PhD

priorities. Promises of “more moments” only

CEO, Consumer and Health

prompted them to focus on moments they’ll

Hall & Partners New York

miss. By contrast, their Ascendant Self calls for

s.roy@hallandpartners.com

“living in the moment” for the time they have left.

@HallandPartners
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Michael Bates on why it’s never been more
important to experience your retail offer through
your customer’s eyes
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Early in my career, I heard the late Sir Ken

There’s nothing more important than a

Morrison discussing weekly takings (sales)

customer’s experience of your product or service.

with a store manager in the run up to the critical

If it’s positive, in today’s connected world the

Christmas bull week – the busiest week of the

chance is they’ll tell others about it. At Joe

food retail year in the crucial fourth quarter

Browns, we found that a positive product review

trading period. The manager was desperate to

increased the rate of sale by 10% compared with

see his store take over £1 million. As a ferocious

no review. Equally, a negative product or service

trader, Ken’s response to this ambition surprised

review left unresolved will kill sales.

me. He said to the store manager, “It’s not how
much you take; it’s how you take it that counts”.
It took me a while to work out what he was
getting at, but Ken’s point was clear: you can go
all out and bust a gut to hit the £1 million mark,
but if your standards drop – your availability, your
service, your quality, your customer experience –
you won’t take £1 million again.

Retail is more joined up now than ever before and
customers rightly expect a seamless experience,
whether they choose to trade in stores, online
or through a combination of the two. However,
I’m still staggered by how often I see examples
of retailers failing to walk the walk in order to
experience their offer as customers will.
I was speaking recently to David Lawson at
AO.com about the work they do in their labs to
see how consumers and shoppers interact with

There’s nothing
more important
than a customer’s
experience of your
product or service

and experience their products and services. Test
an approach, track the response and learn. Then
repeat. It’s not difficult or expensive, and you
don’t need many customer interactions before
you’ll start seeing consistent feedback and be
able to build a pattern. The tweaks that can be
made to enable you to make a difference. There’s
seldom a silver bullet – it’s about making many,
many small changes in order to improve the
customer experience.
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There’s seldom a silver bullet
– it’s about making many,
many small changes in order
to improve the customer
experience
This is something that good store-based retailers

understand, and need to have the authority and

know and understand instinctively. Time spent

method to enable them to make changes in order

in-store – on the floor, observing (and talking to)

to deliver outstanding customer experiences. If

customers, tweaking displays, moving product

the people at the sharp end lack the means or the

features depending on the weather/stock

authority to do this, you’re strangling your ability

availability, rearranging POS material to get a

to adapt and be agile, and you’ll see the results.

message across, keeping an eye on service – is
the bedrock of successful selling.

Sir Ken Morrison died earlier this year, but it’s
good to see that the team there are turning the

Good retailers understand that this isn’t a nicety.

business around by focusing on getting the

It runs to the heart of what they do, and if they

basics right and, as revealed recently by CEO

don’t obsess about it they simply won’t succeed.

David Potts, by listening to customers. And, in

This is about getting out there into the sharp

Sir Ken’s words, by recognising that “it’s how you

end of your business, taking the blinkers off and

take it that counts”.

seeing it as your customer sees it. Go behind the
scenes, often, and understand what’s happening.
Don’t rely on others to tell you about it.
The chairman at The Co-op Group, Allan Leighton,

MICHAEL BATES

addressed the leadership team recently and

Group Customer, Brand and People Director

talked about the importance of “listening to the

AO.com

river”. Listening to the operators in your business

@BatesMgb

– the people at the sharp end. They know, and
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Karan Kukreja believes the user
experience must be at the heart
of digital transformation

Digital technologies are changing the world

hotels offering diverse experiences, Jumeirah

we live in. Over the past several years we’ve

is truly an industry leader. At OMD, we take

witnessed industry after industry being

pride in our partnership with Jumeirah, and

disrupted and transformed as a result of

in playing an instrumental role in establishing

digital. New technologies can be threats, but

the brand’s global footprint since 2006.

they always provide us with new opportunities.

Best known for the experience they offer,

The question is, how do we leverage these

Jumeirah embarked on the journey of digital

technologies and capitalise on them?

transformation centred around UX; this has
given rise to the world’s most immersive

When we compare older products/services

digital travel platform – Jumeirah Inside.

to those of today, we can see a shift of focus
from the aesthetics to the user experience.

The platform, developed in collaboration with

While technology is increasingly enabling new

Google, offers exclusive access to Burj Al Arab,

things, designing meaningful UX is hard; the

the world’s most luxurious hotel. The experience

quality of the UX can be the difference between

is brought to life by cinematic film, 360º video

successfully engaging and keeping a customer,

and photography, 3D sound, playful interactions

or losing one. Organisations must therefore place

and hotspots. Guests can explore the atrium

UX at the heart of any digital transformation.

with its vibrant colours and soothing water
features, dive into the Talise Spa infinity pool,

The Jumeirah Group of Hotels & Resorts is one

activate the rotating bed in the Royal Suite,

such organisation. A home-grown global brand

and view Dubai from the exclusive helipad.

in the hospitality sector boasting 22 luxury
39
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You can experience Jumeirah
Inside by scanning the QR code

If you get the user
experience right, the
sales will follow
Guests can go on to discover Jumeirah’s

part, 50% of the visitors who experienced the

other hotels and resorts around the world,

platform went on to book a room with Jumeirah.

uncovering a huge range of experiences. With

This serves as a testament that if you get the

700 hotspots, 300 different photo spheres, and

user experience right, the sales will follow.

available in five different languages optimised
for desktop, tablet and mobile, Jumeirah Inside

Let’s conclude with the new world order: as

is unprecedented in scale and scope. To ensure

organisations, we can no longer afford to settle

a seamless user journey, the platform was

for yesterday’s UX if we wish to stay relevant

integrated with booking and sharing capabilities.

in today’s digital economy. Providing a good
UX shouldn’t be an afterthought but rather

Besides enhancing the UX, the platform also

part of our core strategy. And providing a good

served as a tool to showcase the properties

UX goes beyond deploying a user-friendly

at trade shows, demonstrate the benefits of

interface – the challenges are deeper and

partnering with Jumeirah, and leave behind a

more substantial, and the experience needs to

first-hand experience from a remote location.

be meaningful, productive and utility driven.

Through precise targeting and extensive
audience segmentation, OMD was instrumental
in driving the right people to the platform.
The results were fantastic, as you would
expect from a platform of this scale. Besides
boosting brand awareness, Jumeirah Inside also
drove commercial performance. And, the best

KARAN KUKREJA
Business Unit Director
OMD UAE
@OMDMENA
@karan_kukreja
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When
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met
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Richard Owen reveals how the magic happens
when the moment meets the memory
Nicole: “You know how everyone’s always saying

Consider the millennial male who drinks to relax.

seize the moment? I don’t know, I’m kind of

Relaxation is a common thematic need state,

thinking it’s the other way around, you know, like

but the choices he makes in terms of which

the moment seizes us.”

brand to drink, and how many, will be starkly
different when relaxing with his significant other

Mason: “Yeah. Yeah, I know. It’s constant – the

in the park than when he’s relaxing alone in his

moment. It’s just… It’s like it’s always right now,

underpants watching TV. Think about the wine

you know?”

aficionado, the know-it-all who likes to impress,
the go-to guy for a nice red on a special group

These final words of Richard Linklater’s epic

night out in the big city. He’s not like that on a

labour of love, Boyhood, capture beautifully the

cold, rainy Tuesday in Stoke by himself, when he

power of the moment in shaping how we humans

finds an old bottle of Blue Nun rolling around the

are influenced by our experiences in real time

back of his fridge. Then he just wants a buzz. It

and in real context.

happens. We’ve seen it. Some of us are it.

Nothing is static. We’re humans with motivations

Same consumers. Different contexts. Different

that can be best understood by observing

outcomes.

real behaviour over time, picking up on habits,
underlying emotions, and the contexts happening
around them.
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To understand the human
experience, we need to
fuse the moments with
the memories
It’s only through granularity and specificity that

he does have, however, is his memories of life

true human insight thrives, and we understand

before the assault: the residual experiences that

the momentary micro-magic that occurs when

have shaped his entire to life until this point.

consumer, emotion and context combine.
It’s not that Leonard would disagree with Nicole
Life is like a box of chocolates, to quote another

and Mason; his life changed when the horror

fabled biographical tale from the movies, and we

moment seized him. But he needs the power of

learn in the moments that surprise us, not in the

reflective note-taking to piece together the full

moments that confirm what we already believe.

picture of his story.

Nicole and Mason were right. We don’t seize

And in understanding the human experience, we

moments, we’re shaped by them; and to

need to fuse the moments with the memories,

understand people, we need to understand their

not rely solely on one or the other. Decisions

moments.

are made where current moments and past
memories collide.

Memorable moments are everything. Unless
you’re Leonard Shelby.

We can understand the moments that matter
right now, but we also need to know the broader

Leonard (for those of you with poor movie

codes, symbols and words that subconsciously

memories), is our protagonist from the

frame how people engage with and talk about the

Christopher Nolan classic, Memento. A blow to

category. We need to understand the language,

the head during the attack that killed his wife

signs and channels people use to communicate

leaves him unable to create new memories.

with each other, and the role brands play as a

You can’t talk to Leonard about in-the-moment

symbol of status, inclusion, respect, friendship.

experiences because he doesn’t have them. What

This personal perspective frames the emotional
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connection people have with the world around
them, and provides out-of-the moment context to
the in-the-moment reality.
Memories without moments presents a faulty
view of the reality of the consumer experience
right now, over-reliant on poorly functioning
neurons and post-rationalised recall. Moments
without memories deliver on the here and now,
but miss the wider cultural, social and human
context.
Moments seize us in the short term, but
memories shape us in the long term. Insight
without both is hindsight: insight with both is
foresight.

RICHARD OWEN
CEO
Hall & Partners Tempo
r.owen@hallandpartners.com
@HallandPartners
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experiences
We all engage in customer experiences,
every day – whether it’s in-store, online, on
the phone with real people or, increasingly,
chatting with bots.
It’s great when these experiences are
memorable for the right reasons, adding value
and making our lives flow more smoothly.
We therefore thought we’d share some of
our own customer experiences with brands,
ones that have made a good impression and
engaged us in meaningful ways.
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When my wife and I were organising our
wedding, we needed four bridesmaid dresses.
My wife bought three in-store at Debenhams
and ordered the fourth online. The online order
was confirmed then duly cancelled, cueing mass
hysteria and panic. “Let’s post our predicament
on their Facebook page”, I suggested. We did,
and two days later Debenhams had located
a fourth dress, from one of their stores in
Scotland no less, and posted it down to
complete the set and save the day.

Ben Lorkin
Research Director Health, London
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Singapore Airlines' cx

is legendary
the sum of various extra
touches and small details,
rather than any single step.
Surprise 1st birthday cakes,
Disney toys to keep kids
entertained, hyper-attentive
staff, and the ability to
cater to different modes of
the business traveller .
The list goes on...
Scott Percival
Partner, Singapore
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I went into Fresh (skincare and cosmetics)
to browse and pick up a couple of items.
The sales associate was really

attentive without being pushy.
She even gave me a complimentary facial and
tea, making the visit a genuinely nice, relaxing
experience. She followed up with a friendly
email inviting me and my friends for another
complimentary facial. It was such a pleasant
and personal experience,

I can't wait to go back!
Laura Adelson
Account Director Health, New York
As an avid Deliveroo fan, I was disappointed
one evening to see my delivery time
continuing to slip back. When it was delayed
by an hour, I snapped and rang up to

complain! Greeted with a cheery voice, I
barely had to explain the problem before
she was apologising and offering me a

£15

credit. The customer service rep

turned a potential brand deserter
into a Deliveroo loyalist!
Rosie Leigh, Account Manager Health, London
50
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You know when you go on a rollercoaster and they tell you to
remove your hat? Well, you should! I was recently at Disneyland
and - darn that Indiana Jones ride - my tightly fitting, favourite
baseball cap flew right off into the darkness. After the ride,
with zero hope or expectations, I asked the ride attendant what
they did about lost items. He politely told me to check lost-andfound before I left. Still felt doubtful... but I left my name and
number with them. The next morning Disneyland called and said,
"We have your hat. Would you like us to mail it to you for free?"
My hat arrived at my doorstep the very next day.

It really was the happiest brand experience on earth.
Jenna Lauer, Managing Partner, LA

I fell straight in love with my Fitbit,
so when it broke after just one month I was
devastated. I called customer service expecting
a long, drawn-out conversation that would go
nowhere. The associate was kind, efficient, and not
only replaced my Fitbit but also upgraded it!

Rebecca David, Account Manager Health, New York
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I ORDERED TICKETS ON STUBHUB RECENTLY AND
MY EXPERIENCE WAS SURPRISINGLY GREAT. IT WAS
INCREDIBLY EASY TO DOWNLOAD THE APP, SEARCH
AVAILABLE TICKETS, AND MAKE A PURCHASE WITH
THE CLICK OF A BUTTON. STUBHUB THEN FOLLOWED
UP WITH DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO PICK
UP MY TICKETS IN TIME FOR THE EVENT. THEY EVEN
CALLED TO INFORM ME THAT THE TICKETS THEY HAD ON
HAND WEREN’T IN THE EXACT SEATS I WAS EXPECTING
(AND THEY ISSUED ME A PARTIAL REFUND). WHEN I
ARRIVED AT THEIR PICK-UP LOCATION, THE STUBHUB
REPRESENTATIVE SEEMED VERY INVESTED IN GETTING
ME TO MY EVENT ON TIME AND ENSURING THAT I WAS
COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH THEIR SERVICE. THE WHOLE
EXPERIENCE WAS SEAMLESS AND CONVENIENT, BUT

THE PERSONAL TOUCH REALLY
MADE THE DIFFERENCE FOR ME.

FRANK HARRISON, PARTNER HEALTH, CHICAGO
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I contacted Vodafone to organise a phone
contract. This was a great experience since the
Vodafone team didn't try to sell me anything.
Instead, they listened to what I wanted and
adapted their packages to suit my needs. Other
brands could avoid the sales pitch and focus
on improving the customer experience.
Rohan Giblin
Graduate Account Executive Health, London

My first darts experience at i Darts Fame really left a
strong impression. The staff actually helped me correct
my technique instead of just leaving me to flail around
wildly. When I finally scored above 400 for the first
time in ‘Count-up’, they presented me with my very own
set of (store-branded) darts.

What a sense of achievement!
Emily Peh, Senior Research Executive,
Singapore
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the

emperor’s

new clothes?
Facebook’s Leigh Thomas thinks brands
that let customers be in charge offer the
best customer experiences
As marketers, we’ve always worked hard to

Not much has really changed.

make customers central to everything we do.
I remember well sitting in meetings with the

Yet we’ve all read the research and seen the

inimitable Cilla Snowball of AMV BBDO, who

dramatic shift in conversation towards ‘customer

always made sure to bring people to the heart

experience’.

of the strategic conversation. I remember the
incredible Richard Storey in the early 00s, Chief

What actually is this? If we’re stripping back the

Strategy Officer of M&C Saatchi, being very clear

jargon, is this not the same job to be done as

we were talking about ‘people’, not anodyne

always?

marketing definitions of customer or consumers,
and that we needed to get out of our ‘Ivory

In my 20 years in marketing, I’m privileged to

Towers’ and ‘London Bubbles’ to make sure we

have lived through this seismic redefinition of

knew who they were and what they needed.

marketing. And, in summary, the shift was born at
the moment mobile phones became smartphones.
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The person with the

Once upon a time, we’d define our brand, tone

mobile phone is now

and years of thought and forensic mapping.

in charge of how they
want to experience
brands

of voice and visual identity over many months
We then used media to plot a nice, neat vertical
funnel consisting of consideration, evaluation,
purchase, and then possibly advocacy/loyalty.
Some of it was ‘above the line’. Most of it was
‘below the line’.
But when smartphones came into play a very
simple dynamic changed. The entire funnel was
turned upside down. Digital technology means
there is no line. Brand building became servant to
the customer experience.
We can simply scroll down, or fast forward past
that beautiful, emotional and probably expensive
broadcast message.
In a matter of seconds.
Without blinking.
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The Expanded ‘Good Enough Stuff’ Battlefield1

Awareness
& Marketing

Product
Quality & Price

Fulfillment
& Delivery

Purchasing
Experience

Customer
Service

OLD BATTLEFIELD

NEW DISCIPLINES DRIVING PURCHASING BEHAVIOUR

When consumer products were
sold ‘through’ retailers

Now that consumer products can be sold directly B-to-C

For the first time in marketing the customer,

is actually the internet. The new business is

consumer, user or, indeed, person with that

often an interface to a series of competitive

mobile phone is now totally and utterly in charge

services. Legacy tech infrastructure built on

of how they want to experience brands.

iteratively, often costing billions of dollars a year
to simply maintain, is suddenly irrelevant in the

Only the people who understand this, and

mobile economy. And the C-suite configuration,

deliver the best customer experience, win in this

neatly arranged around individual products

environment.

and services, is challenged by the agility and
dominance of this unreasonable consumer.

So, for a lot of marketers, this is emotional. For
years we’ve been able to be like that infamous

So, what does this mean for us as marketers?

emperor, believing that people really are watching
our 90” cut downs on TV. But now we find

I see some of my friends in marketing doing a

ourselves to be somewhat naked. As the data we

really great job at managing this revolution.

now all have shows… people just don’t want to
watch content that’s anything other than really

The famous acquisition of disruptor Million Dollar

good. Or really fast.

Shave Club shows Unilever’s understanding of
this new customer experience-led economy. The

Welcome to the new customer experience

Shave Club was able to steal share from Gillette

economy. At Davos in 2016, this was tabled as

through better understanding the consumer

the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’.

experience; the insight that ‘guys don’t need the
very best super-duper ramped-blade technology

The full extent of the customer experience

– they’re happy to pay for something that works

reality goes way beyond advertising or

and gets the job done at a price they’re willing to

communications. The new supermarket shelf

pay’. Good enough stuff is, indeed, good enough.

1

Sam Lessin at www.theinformation.com/the-good-enough-stuff-revolution
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‘Oh, and we’ll run the business as a subscription
service so you don’t have to even remember to
buy blades at the store – they come straight to

The new supermarket

your door!’

shelf is actually the

We talk a lot about experience loops or customer

internet

journeys these days. Modern brand builders
such as KLM, British Airways and South West
Airlines understand that their brands are a sum
of the experiences their customers enjoy. And
whilst neither linear nor a funnel, that experience
includes everything from discovery, to research,
to purchasing, to customer support. The
wonderful work KLM did last year with Facebook
Messenger played out beautifully. Once I’ve
booked my ticket with them, I can get through
the airport experience, flight delays, baggage
and seating questions, all with the help of a
messenger-based personal assistant.
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The Absolut brand builders drive samples of

So, the very real definition of customer

delicious cocktails through redemption codes

experience… stripping back all marketing and

from local participating bars and clubs. Find the

consultancy jargon?

nearest bar, pick a cocktail, get a free drink, and
even a ride home from Lyft. All of this at scale,

I would argue that it’s simply a brand that sits

facilitated by mobile.

elegantly and usefully within my day-to-day
existence, usually on my mobile. And that just

And, as a hard-working mum, Amazon really is

makes my life better.

the customer experience piece beyond compare.
My four-year-old son comes home from nursery,
demands Alexa play a song (usually James
Brown!), and then the meal I ordered for dinner
arrives just an hour later. I don’t know that I

LEIGH THOMAS

recall all the details of their rather good brand

Director of Global Client Partnerships

advertising, usually scrolling past it on my mobile

@facebook

in seconds, but I do know and need their brand,

facebook.com/Leigh0209

day in and day out.

@Leigh0209
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Chinatown, Singapore

Hall & Partners sat down with Maik Lutze
and Eileen Sy Wong to find out how Citi
in Asia is striving to improve its clients’
banking experiences

How is Citi positioning itself in terms of digital

how it thinks about creating business – not only

transformation in the CX space?

how we approach and talk to customers but also
what we’re doing for them. Which products are

Maik: Two years ago, Citi decided to bring design

we offering? Why is the offering so complex?

expertise in-house. It’s a courageous move for a

Should it be simpler, and what would this mean

200-year-old company. Setting up mixed teams

for the structure of the bank and for revenue

of financial experts and creatives signifies a

streams? These are questions that have never

fundamental change of how we work, and it’s

previously been evaluated from the standpoint of

certainly not an easy undertaking. But we have a

customer experience or design thinking.

lot of dedicated and passionate people on both
sides and so we’re already seeing tremendous

Are emotion and personality key to building

change.

greater customer engagement?

Eileen: We spent two years trying to understand

Eileen: It’s not about deliberately creating an

what customers want. We won’t benchmark

emotional connection, but we do focus on

against competitors as the landscape is so

the customer journey. Often the strategy is

crowded and there are too many players. As a

to identify which point is best for delivering

bigger player, we have to have a bigger vision.

value to customers and then stop at products
and services. When we do it right, we get that

Does CX impact everything you do?

connection. If you’re there at the moment when
customers need you, they will always value you.

Maik: With design thinking and customer-centric
projects, the bank has to fundamentally change
61

Maik: I’ve recently started to use the world ‘love’

concept to help identify content that will gauge

in the boardroom. It might seem out of context

customers’ needs and gaps. We’ve done an

but I do know that no one’s going to extend their

initial study in the Philippines, Hong Kong and

relationship with Citi if they don’t feel loved.

Australia to understand what consumers want

That part of the equation hasn’t been factored in

and whether we should add on more ‘goals’

before because customers have never been so

for them to achieve, or just simplify the whole

powerful, able to switch providers at the touch of

wealth story for them.

a thumb.
What makes the mapping of the CX journey
Design works. Emotions work. There’s no doubt

effective?

about it. When we make things slightly simpler
we see customers responding: their numbers

Eileen: From a strategy standpoint it varies but,

increase along with their happiness. It’s a win-

for instance, we can dive into the customer

win scenario. For example, we’ve just launched a

journey of how people manage their money

complete website in Poland and the numbers are

today. Ten people will manage their money

already very promising, surpassing the previous

in ten different ways, but there will be some

website in terms of conversion rates on some

touchpoints in common, and this is the point

products. And customers are telling us they

we’ll interpret. It’s better than having 10,000

feel a lot better when they use the products. So,

surveyed as no one’s going to read all that data.

these are intangibles that very quickly turn into

A valuable output is one we can plug in from a

tangibles.

data standpoint and it fits in the whole system
– giving us a single view that covers different

Can you share some examples where this has

products and rewards that we can cross-sell.

been done well in APAC?
What are your personal principles when it comes
Eileen: When we launched Citi Priority two years

to design thinking?

ago, it was aimed at engaging the emerging
affluent class and just included some additional

Maik: Most people in design thinking have the

privileges. We’re now rebranding it across APAC

same principles, but they just put it in different

to target the middle level, along with a new

words. The key is to make things simpler and
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easier but without reducing any functionality.
You have to value people’s time and the cognitive
load it takes to use something. Personally, I hate
apps where you need to tap multiple times to get
somewhere or to make something work.

Be there at the
moment when
customers need
you, and they will
value you

Eileen: Fundamentally it’s all about observing

order, I got my meal waived and a $25 credit. This

human behaviour, but this is very hard to actually

truly empowers customers and the credit feels

do. People don’t always know why they take out

meaningful. However, I don’t think the app itself

a particular product, or what the strengths of

is very differentiating.

this product are over an alternative. So we need
to focus on things that provide more value to

Maik: Digital is great but, at the end of the day,

customers.

you’re not just dealing with digital but the real
world too. All over Asia the combination of

Can you give some examples of brands you feel

entrepreneurship, possibilities and money have

do CX really well?

resulted in well-designed companies with great
CX. There will be huge growth in the next 20

Maik: I really like the food delivery service Grain.

years – just sit back, have popcorn and watch.

It’s a beautiful app, every interaction is very easy.
Even the communication with the delivery person
is completely different to other companies – it’s
not just pure ‘logistics’. Grain understands that
for customers every single touchpoint counts.

MAIK LUTZE
SVP Experience Design Lead APAC & EMEA

Eileen: Deliveroo has really impressed me. Even

@Citibank

if the rider’s just two minutes late, I’d already

@MaikLutze

receive $10 compensation in my account; it was
so seamless I didn’t even realise I’d received it

EILEEN SY WONG

until later. I also like that you can give real-time

SVP, Experience Strategist

feedback. Once when a restaurant messed up my

@Citibank
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Kurt Stuhllemmer and
Roger Binks urge brands
to bring friction back
into their customer
experiences

IT’S MONDAY.
IT’S 7AM.
I stumble, bleary-eyed but bushy-tailed, towards
my local coffee house on my daily pilgrimage
to the office. I’m running late… sound familiar?
I grab my phone and open the brand in question’s
app. I’m half way to my ‘free coffee’ but, to be
honest, it’s not free. Some may say a badge
of honour, but more a stark reminder that in
the last fortnight I’ve spent over £50 to get my
daily cup of joe that should really have gone
towards my savings. Fortunately, the guilt
quickly subsides as I continue my caffeinefuelled zombie march with the fellow walking
dead of London’s Monday-morning commute.
I focus back on my app; my usual order
is saved. It knows my nearest, and usual,
watering hole of choice. It even knows my
name. I click. I order. Payment is taken from
the card I’ve already registered. Simple. Under
10 seconds. Today’s going to be a good day.
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It turns out that
friction is where the
magic is: the heart,
love and passion
Sleep, rinse, repeat and, a few weeks later, it
all starts to feel too clinical. The coffee feels a
little cold. I didn’t get to try the Colombia blend,
no funny attempts at spelling my name, or even
daily interaction with my favourite barista. It’s a
coffee, not a car. I don’t care about the 0-60 of
my cappuccino. I do care that the person serving
it to me asks about my day, that they understand
that this is more than just a coffee. It’s my starter
engine, my morning indulgence. Was it all too
easy? Do I even care where I get my coffee from
now if it’s all about ease, speed, efficiency?
Does the brand really matter as much in this
pursuit of frictionless commerce and experience?
The experience feels like it’s missing something…
friction. It turns out that friction is where
the magic is: the heart, love and passion.
So how can we avoid this ubiquitous efficiency
and create more meaningful experiences for
customers of brands. Where’s the friction?
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For this I think it’s best to look at a case study

and delivery style of its signature – I guess you

of a brand that actively curates its brand

could compare it to the ‘colonel’s secret recipe’.

experiences – intu. A brand that’s doubled its
fame in less than 24 months. A brand that places

I’d say to brands… follow intu’s lead. Embrace

experience curation at the heart of its business.

friction. Curate it within your experience planning.
After all, there are lots of bleary-eyed coffee

intu’s teams are empowered and encouraged

seekers who need more than just an extra shot.

to create ‘joy’ for their customers. That’s why

Where’s their next ‘experience’ hit coming from

their customers are more likely to recommend

to make sure they keep coming back for more?

an intu shopping centre if they’ve had contact
with a team member than if they haven’t.
intu has created a signature experience that
includes active delivery of their ‘intugrams’ and
‘joy jars’ – both purposeful brand friction points.
They’ve mapped the customer journey and
placed halo moments to enhance their
customers’ experience. These may be purely
physical interventions or use technology; the
key is that each halo moment has a purpose.
Further still, intu has a handpicked team of
‘joy scouts’ that use customer insight and
intelligence to continuously evolve the content

KURT STUHLLEMMER
Partner
Hall & Partners
k.stuhllemmer@hallandpartners.com
@KurtStuhllemmer
@HallandPartners
ROGER BINKS
Customer Experience Director
Intu
@intugroup
@RogerBinks
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“Customer-centric transformations always
fail and set the business back further.”
Alan Pennington tells us why... and how
we need to think differently to succeed

Over the last ten years I’ve seen many teams

What about wanting to ‘wow’ customers.

attempt to engage with their companies’

By definition this means doing something

customer experience, and fail. This emerging

unexpected and beyond expectations. But the

discipline is still being dominated by old thinking:

‘wow’ factor can quickly become the de facto

be ‘customer centric’, ‘wow’ your customer,

norm. Customers will become harder to impress,

‘transform’ your business… none of which are

and soon find their experience underwhelming.

achievable or, in some cases, desirable in the real
world.

Now the big one: ‘customer experience-based
transformation’ of an established business is

Businesses that focus on the sound-bite that is

an almost impossible goal to achieve. Global

‘customer centricity’ rather than on customer

companies are constantly launching huge

experience are using the wrong questions and

programmes, but very few come close to

wrong language to measure the success of their

succeeding.

business; the two terms aren’t interchangeable.
True customer centricity talks about the

This begs the question why? Against a backdrop

customer being at heart of everything a business

of strong strategic imperatives, businesses

does. If you have a greenfield site and can set

singularly seem to have failed to deliver long-

out with that key approach you have a chance

term change. Twenty years ago there was

of success – think Zappos. But established

virtually no expert support base or network

businesses have too many competing agendas,

available, and few tools to support the customer

too many individuals with too much to lose. In

agenda. Today, specialist businesses have grown

short, the customer experience will be squeezed

in what was initially a niche area, customer

out by the existing cultural norms.

journey mapping is regularly deployed as an
69

Businesses are
using the wrong
questions and wrong
language to measure
the success of their
business

outside-in customer view, and measurement
frameworks are supported by a growing software
capability (like SuiteCX). Yet many Customer
Experience Transformation Programmes (CETPs)
continue to disappoint.
One of the biggest causes of failure for CX
activity is, of course, that the words are very
easy to say; perfect for corporate sound bites for
use internally, with investors and the media. To
understand why senior figures commit to CX and
yet continually fail to deliver, we need to consider
the DNA of CETPs: how do they start, grow and
fail?
After initiating a CETP – let’s call it Customer First
– the Herculean task is ‘gifted’ to an executive
who, in most cases, passes it down the line to
a programme team. So, true accountability now
sits at a level that’s very constricted in terms
of making changes; and those who should be
accountable will be in review and critique mode
next time the subject comes across their desks.
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Deployment for the programme team then

This may seem an unnecessarily dark picture but

follows a familiar and depressing format which

it’s the reality for many CEPTs around the world

could include, among other things:

today. The impact is to set the customer agenda

» massive and stifling governance and reporting;

back by years inside the business as it’s seen as

» continued downwards transfer of responsibility;

a failure, and other options are then given priority.

» the creation of business cases justifying

In many ways, it would have been better never to

the need for change to the very people who

start on such a journey.

initiated the programme;
» killing other positive ideas for change on the

So, what’s the answer? Read The Customer

grounds that the programme has or will have

Experience Book and you’ll learn that it’s actually

this covered;

about dialling up the customer component

» dealing with executive sponsors with more

of your strategic agenda to the appropriate

important things to do than work on the

level within your business. And it’s about

customer agenda (subliminally telling the team

understanding how to influence the capability

that there are more important things than their

and culture of your business to embrace the

work);

customer agenda in a way that’s relevant and

» enduring constant chipping away by

actually deliverable by all.

unconvinced colleagues who feel threatened
by change they don’t understand;
» watching the original sponsor be promoted/
leave;
» and, worst of all, seeing the CEO leave and the

ALAN PENNINGTON

programme stalling as the new CEO conducts a

Author of The Customer Experience Book

‘strategic review’.

@alankpennington
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making
data
personal
Jo Boswell describes how British Airways
uses an abundance of data to create more
meaningful customer experiences
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In an ever-more digital and interconnected

confines of our frequent flyer programme. By the

world, customers are increasingly looking

end of 2016 we had reached our ambition of 50m

for personalised and proactive customer

‘known’ customers: these are unique customers

experiences from the brands they interact with.

for whom we have sufficient information to be

Organisations that are leading the way with

able to personalise the customer experience.

excellent customer service are doing so by

This new view of the airline’s customer base has

creating customer journeys that are seamless

challenged some of our traditional thinking – we

and tailored to their customers’ interests and

developed a mantra of ‘think customer, not PSJs’

circumstances.

(Passenger Sector Journey – an airline acronym
which measures flights taken).

Since 2012, British Airways has been responding
to the growing demand for personal service by

We used a test-and-learn approach to deliver

using the reams of data we hold on customers to

some quick wins and demonstrate the tangible

power more meaningful interactions with them –

business benefits of personalisation. By placing

and personal service remains at the heart of the

data and insight about our customers in the

airline’s strategy.

hands of colleagues in the air, on the ground
and in our contact centres, we empowered

Our journey started with fixing some of the

them to engage in personalised conversations.

basics in our data infrastructure. The creation

An ‘early win’ saw relevant information about

of a comprehensive single customer view has

significant customer lifecycle milestones pushed

created a solid foundation for this approach, and

to colleagues on board via iPads – resulting

provided us with a detailed understanding of

in a better Net Promoter Score outcome for

our customer base that reaches far beyond the

customers who were recognised in this way.
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Another test bed was to use our customer insight

The combination of the data and technology

to create more tailored and relevant marketing

tools – along with our service standards that

communications. This meant replacing the

embody our brand ethos ‘To fly. To serve.’ –

previous ‘one size fits all’ approach with the

creates a formula that will place the airline at the

need to manage around 750,000 variants of

forefront of customer experience.

a single campaign. The results indicate that
our customers find the communications more

We’re also excited at the possibilities that will

engaging. We’ve developed our analytics

be opened up with the arrival of wifi on board

capability to support this approach even where

our aircraft later this year, presenting ever-

there’s a sparse set of data points on infrequent

richer opportunities to meet the needs of our

customers, as well as in the more ‘data-rich’

customers through personalised and proactive

situations of our most frequent customers.

service.

We’re now building the capability to deploy
personalisation at scale across a greater range
of customer interactions, in addition to providing
a more consistent and joined-up ‘dialogue’ for

JO BOSWELL

our customers. This provides a cost-effective

Head of Customer Value Management

means of scaling our personalisation approach,

@British_Airways

while also realising its full potential. To do this

@jojboswell

we’re integrating technology that will provide
a centralised customer ‘decisioning’ hub –
determining the right message for the right
customer in the right channel.
75

big
game

fishing
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In today’s environment of big data and
bigger uncertainty, Alastair Barber highlights
the importance of the unhappy customer

The value of the unhappy customer – especially

Fish, influential filmmaker David Lynch uses the

to the reader of a Hall & Partners’ book – well, it’s

notion that to catch bigger fish, you need to dive

obvious, isn’t it? Even 25 years ago a software

deeper in the ocean as a metaphor for meditation

company was running advertising copy along the

and the creative process. Let’s borrow that

lines of:

metaphor for the value of the unhappy customer;
by working hard to look deeper we might give

“To all our picky, fussy, complaining, hard-to-

ourselves the chance to catch the really big fish

please customers… keep up the good work.”

– net the more substantial value.

Unhappy customers show and tell you what and

Until recently that may have been a choice

how to improve.

– to be content with the obvious. What if the
incremental effort required to fathom the deep

Obvious.

value is no longer discretionary but mandatory?
In my book, Forget the Answer, I suggest that

I would suggest, though, that the obvious value

we need to develop a new skillset and mindset

is not the only value – and perhaps not the

to thrive in newly uncertain environments.

most important. In his book, Catching the Big

Digitisation, AI-driven automation, disruption
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and disintermediation are now the norm and

a means to an end, an answer: one that you must

can upend any industry at any time. When

know you’re seeking at the outset. It’s not likely

business was more about interrogating data

to take you to unexplored waters… or reveal they

and extrapolating to an optimum, then knowing

exist even.

(the obvious) what was upsetting customers
was enough. Now I think we need consciously

How do we navigate this latent, deeper-dwelling

to develop the means by which we can explore

value? Let’s switch metaphors from fishing to

the territory of why they’re unhappy: the deeper

team sport.

waters where the big fish swim.
All sport (like business) has experienced an
More focus groups, then?

explosion in available data, allowing minute
analysis of what needs to be tweaked in

Perhaps.

order to aggregate marginal gains. The more
unpredictable environment of team sport resists

Certainly these can add depth to data but the

the ‘perfect answer’ though, and some elite

focus is on what participants feel about their

coaches have therefore adopted a method called

current motivations and desires – which is per se

Tactical Periodisation with remarkable success.

limited. A focus group isn’t a creative process but

Rather than break everything down into discrete
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the obvious value is
not the only value

elements – fitness, tactics, technique – all three

There’s only one way to find out.

are drilled together in circumstances designed
to be more intense and challenging than players

The general point is this: in our paradoxical

face even in top-class international games.

era of big data and bigger uncertainty, the key
challenge is less about sourcing or generating

Might the deep value within data about unhappy

data and more about how to explore its latent

customers be revealed through a similar

depths more creatively – more effectively – for

approach? Imagine we feed these stats and

game-changing meaning.

stories into intense, challenging creative drills
for customer-facing teams by using innovative
scenario and role-playing techniques like Forum
Theatre and Virtual Reality. What unexpected
insight and value might emerge if we observe
and analyse this process with as much rigour as

ALASTAIR BARBER

we would a focus group? At the same time, might

Spaceman

the teams’ performance back at the customer

The Space

coal-face improve – some of that ‘traditional’

@alastairbarber

‘obvious’ value be realised more quickly and
effectively?
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MEET
MELISSA...
YOUR
DYNAMIC
CUSTOMER
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Jon Salters asks whether
brands are designing the same
CX journey that their customers
actually want

Say hello to Melissa. Melissa is your customer

Melissa’s journey will differ from Mark’s journey,

– and has been for the last five years. You

which will differ from Martha’s journey, in a

think you know what Melissa likes, what

multitude of ways. Melissa, Mark and Martha

she wants, and how to keep her happy. So

want to interact with your company when they

why is she talking to your competitors?

want, how they want, through the channels they
want, until they reach the goal they’ve set-out to

Customer-centric companies invest in real-time

achieve… or feel neglected and leave. This means

customer experience programmes, as they listen

that their customer journey paths are dynamic.

to their customers to try and understand how
well they are delivering a customer experience

Modelling customer journeys as static

that meets or exceeds their brand promise.

approximations of the customer experience

While they attempt to listen across all channels,

leaves a gaping hole – one into which

and with all forms of feedback, one of the

customers like Melissa are falling as they

biggest assumptions made is that customers

slip through the cracks. Because customer

follow a specific pre-identified set of customer

experience management is focused on

journey paths. In today’s digital and omni-

measuring situations where customers

channel world, this assumption is flawed.

achieve their goals, it largely ignores
customers that did not achieve their goals.
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This doesn’t have to be the case for Melissa,
thanks to inQuba’s Dynamic CX.
A data-driven and active approach to customer
experience management, it’s shifting the
boundaries of what’s possible in real-time
customer engagement. Dynamic CX is creating
avenues that allow companies to not only
retain those customers, but to engage with
them in real-time to assist them in meeting the
goal they set out to achieve – driving sales,
brand loyalty and retention in the process.

The holy grail of CX:
a true single view
of the customer’s
context, regardless
of channel
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This innovative platform uses the operational

In order to be successful, engagements

and transactional data from a brand’s business

with Melissa must be dynamic dialogues

systems to understand the real journeys of

that build, based on her individual context.

their customers. Most importantly, it identifies

Surveys, like static customer journey modelling,

when – and why – a customer fails to achieve

are dead. User feedback is more valuable

their goals, allowing intervention in the

than ever, but intelligent insight collection

customer’s journey when they need help.

across multiple channels (transactional,
social media, etc.) is what’s needed to

Imagine this frequent scenario: Melissa hasn’t

win in today’s customer-centric world.

failed to achieve her goals; rather she’s got stuck
at one point in her journey. This can result in more

Melissa – and Mark and Martha – can now truly

than just a halt – it can lead to a recursive loop

become the focal point. By developing a far richer

that sees her being frustratingly pushed from

understanding of their customers’ experience,

pillar to post, significantly increasing her effort.

brands can make use of the relationships

By virtue of its ability to track customer journeys

between a customer’s journey and their emotional

in real time, Dynamic CX can immediately

reaction to the experience, and how this

identify when this is about to happen and

influences desired outcomes. This is the dynamic

create an intervention. An appropriate real-

future of customer experience orchestration…

time engagement allows Melissa to move to

it’s here today, and our strategic partnership

the next step of the journey, while mitigating

with Hall & Partners is helping our clients

any negative effects of the initial pause.

ensure they’re delivering a customer experience
that meets or exceeds their brand promise.

This finally makes a reality of the holy grail
of CX: a true single view of the customer’s
context, regardless of channel. By dynamically
using the data that brands collect across all
touchpoints and channels, an understanding
from the patterns of customer interactions
can be produced. This provides far more than

JON SALTERS
Executive Director
International Sales
@inQubaCX

just the ability to get to know the customer
better; it allows for the prediction of customer
journeys that will lead to failure, and enables
the interventions with the customer that
can bring their journeys back on track.
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the
growth
trilogy
Louise Eyres explains why businesses
must focus on brand, data and CX to
enhance customer engagement
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In the past two years at ANZ, we’ve spent
considerable time and energy keeping pace with
a changing marketing landscape: data, digital,
micro-moments, clicks, views and likes.
We’ve questioned the transparency and efficacy
of media buying advertising attribution models.
We’ve spent hours trying to figure out how to
get social and content right. And we’ve shifted
significant amounts of money into digital.
We’ve embarked on the digital transformation
that’s driving our businesses across categories
and geographies. However, all of these actions

These three disciplines are necessary to compete

aren’t simply about digital transformation; they’re

and thrive in our connected environment given

the drivers of a customer transformation in the

our need to:

digital age.
» Build brand strength and equity to attract
Our customers are more empowered than ever

customers to our business in a highly

before through their accessibility to information.

fragmented media and communication market

Whether through mobile devices or integrated
social campaigns, the benchmark for bestpractice customer experience design has shifted.

» Develop deep customer insight through
utilisation of data to increase our knowledge of
our customers’ needs and their goals

Customer feedback from ratings and reviews
of their experience with our brands will impact
reputation and revenue, determine value and

» Deliver great customer experiences across
channels to ensure consistency of experience

influence business outcomes.
We see the impact of the growth trilogy when
For our businesses to succeed in serving the

comparing the emergence of Amazon alongside

empowered consumer we need to be focused on

the mature retail giant, Walmart.

three interconnected disciplines – brand, data
and CX – the growth trilogy.
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Digital
transformation
is driving our
businesses across
categories and
geographies
Amazon provides a one-stop customer

Developing a connected growth strategy will

experience with broad choice. It utilises its rich

deliver your business enhanced employee and

customer data to drive its ecosystem and to

customer satisfaction, reduce customer churn,

refine and enhance the customer’s experience –

drive deeper relationships and increase revenue.

continually identifying new opportunities.
The emergence of the growth trilogy highlights
Whilst Amazon has been enhancing its customer

the need to continually adapt in response to

engagement, its competitor, Walmart, was seen

dynamic external forces. Will you lead the

as a product-centred business. This resulted in

disruption of your own business by building

episodic and disconnected experiences for its

brand strength, deep customer insight through

customers. In the early years of its competition

data, and a seamless customer experience? Or

with Amazon, Walmart didn’t know who its

will disruption be done to you?

customers were, what they had bought in the
past, or what they wanted in the future. This
lack of deep customer insight and out-of-date
experience caused Walmart financial and
reputational damage.

LOUISE EYRES
Chief Marketing Officer and Board Director
@LouiseMEyres
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Only
the
brave
need
apply

Ewan Main discusses why C-suites are
gravitating to customer-first enterprise
strategies

In the C-suites of many firms there’s

have, of late, had a focus on increasing

recognition that growth and differentiation

efficiencies throughout the firm. They may

require a holistic customer-first orientation.

tout savings derived from their supply chain,

But how to make it happen?

tightened terms with their channel partners,
or off-shoring key work processes. Everything

It starts with one core truth: business growth

from organisational structure to employee

depends on changing customer behaviour.

policies is impacted in the never-ending

For a business to holistically change the

drive to make the company more efficient.

behaviour of its customers it needs more than
effective marketing – it must also change the

The use of customer journey maps helps

behaviour of every employee who impacts

executives to see and internalise how corporate

the brand experience, the culture, and the

policies and decisions may undermine both

organisational structures. Ultimately, it means

customer experience and corporate revenue.

executive leadership teams need to shape

Business customers, for example, want to

business and investment priorities through

go to one source to buy products, and not

the lens of stakeholders whose behaviour

deal with numerous different divisions with

matters most: customers and employees.

different policies and approaches. Corporate
decisions to save on packaging may make

Having executives view their company through

getting a consumer product out of the box and

their customers’ eyes can be shocking – and

setting it up a frustrating ‘I’m never buying

a critical catalyst for change. C-suite priorities

this product again!’ customer experience.
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SIMPLIFIED CUSTOMER JOURNEY

PURCHASE

PRE-PURCHASE

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

RESEARCH

So ultimately the first step in becoming
customer-first at an enterprise level is C-suite

DECISION

BUY

Having executives view
their company through
their customers’ eyes
can be shocking

bravery – a willingness to confront all the
issues faced by customers and reinforced by
employees. Next, C-suite leaders must take
comprehensive steps to consider – and prioritise
– all the ways the company needs to change
to close the experience gaps undermining
customer engagement and corporate growth.
The customer journey map is a critical tool
because it can paint an emotive picture
for executives of the optimal end state, all
the current problem areas, and a range of

These examples may seem small, and on their
own that’s true. In practice though, enterprise
customer-centric strategies might have hundreds
of fixes. Enabling those fixes may require
significant change to organisational structure,
process and operations. And the delivery
of a total, improved customer-first strategy
is based on employees who need training,
motivation and empowerment to deliver against
the customers’ needs and expectations.

ideas to close the gaps. It could be new
ways of organising products based on
customer needs, making packages easier
to open, or resolving a customer experience
issue the first time a customer calls.

EWAN MAIN
CEO
Daggerwing Group
LinkedIn.com/company/daggerwing-group
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POST-PURCHASE

SET-UP

REGISTER

USE

SHARE

SUPPORT

REPURCHASE

A customer-first transformation seems daunting, but a company can go
from kick-off to implementing change and seeing visible traction within
three business quarters. Speed and progress just require the executive
team to focus on answering three questions:
How can I get the entire executive team – across every function and region
(not just marketing) – completely aligned on what the customer-centric
vision looks like and how it changes the priorities of the whole company?
How do we then figure out the organisational, cultural and operational
changes that need to happen to truly improve the way the total company
engages with customers?
How should we subsequently get employees engaged, educated and ready
to deliver on ‘customer-first’?
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connect with us
Wherever you are, we work there too. And we hope to
hear from you. We’re ready to start a new conversation
and help you build relationships that matter.
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